Electron density mapping of triblock copolymers associated with model biomembranes: insights into conformational states and effect on bilayer structure.
One-dimensional electron-density profiles derived from synchrotron small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) have been constructed and used to determine the conformational state of selected poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO) triblock copolymers and the region of their association with a lipid bilayer. The number of molecular repeat units in the hydrophobic PPO block has been found to determine both the nature of triblock polymer-membrane association and the conformational state of the symmetric, flanking hydrophilic PEO units. For DMPC-based biomembranes, polymers whose PPO chain length is less than that of the bilayer thickness insert weakly into the membrane with the PEO blocks on the same side of the bilayer, leading to delocalization of the PEO at the membrane-water interface. This polymer architecture has been found not to alter the membrane fluidity and roughness. Conversely, polymers whose chain length is sufficient to span the lipid bilayer are tightly integrated, projecting their PEO chains into the water channels on opposing sides of the bilayer. The coiled conformational state of the PEO chains produces steric pressure on the bilayer, causing a thinning of the membrane and leading to a rigid, less-mobile bilayer than systems where the polymer is introduced as the lipid conjugate.